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The Hall thruster is a mature electric propulsion device that holds considerable promise in terms of
the propellant saving potential. The annular design of the conventional Hall thruster, however, does
not naturally scale to low power. The efficiency tends to be lower and the lifetime issues are more
aggravated. Cylindrical geometry Hall thrusters have lower surface-to-volume ratio than
conventional thrusters and, thus, seem to be more promising for scaling down. The cylindrical Hall
thruster �CHT� is fundamentally different from the conventional design in the way the electrons are
confined and the ion space charge is neutralized. The performances of both the large �9-cm channel
diameter, 600–1000 W� and miniaturized �2.6-cm channel diameter, 50–300 W� CHTs are
comparable with those of the state-of-the-art conventional �annular� design Hall thrusters of similar
sizes. A comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of the CHT physics has been conducted,
addressing the questions of electron cross-field transport, propellant ionization, plasma-wall
interaction, and formation of the electron distribution function. Probe measurements in the harsh
plasma environment of the microthruster were performed. Several interesting effects, such as the
unusually high ionization efficiency and enhanced electron transport, were observed. Kinetic
simulations suggest the existence of the strong fluctuation-enhanced electron diffusion and predict
the non-Maxwellian shape of the electron distribution function. Through the acquired understanding
of the new physics, ways for further optimization of this means for low-power space propulsion are
suggested. Substantial flexibility in the magnetic field configuration of the CHT is the key tool in
achieving the high-efficiency operation. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2718522�

I. INTRODUCTION

The Hall thruster �HT� is a plasma propulsion device
that generates thrust by expelling an accelerated, neutralized
ion flux out of the E�B plasma discharge with a closed
electron drift.1–3 In a conventional Hall thruster, the plasma
discharge is sustained in the axial electric �E� and radial
magnetic �B� fields applied in an annular channel. The mag-
netic field is large enough to lock the electrons in the azi-
muthal E�B drift, but small enough to leave the ion trajec-
tories unaffected. The cross-field diffusion of electrons
emitted by an external cathode provides the necessary cur-
rent to sustain the discharge. Ions are accelerated electrostati-
cally in a quasineutral plasma, so that no space-charge limi-
tation is imposed on the achievable current and thrust
densities. Existing Hall thrusters can efficiently accelerate a
plasma jet to 10–30 km/s �Refs. 4 and 5�, while the exhaust
velocity in conventional chemical rockets used for space ap-
plications typically does not exceed 3 km/s �Ref. 4�. Thus,
the main advantage offered by plasma propulsion devices,
and Hall thrusters in particular, is the significant propellant
mass saving, which entails substantial reduction of the
launch cost.6 Alternatively, propellant mass saving allows to
accommodate additional scientific instruments aboard the
spacecraft. Hall thrusters can be used in space for a variety of
low-thrust functions such as satellite orbit control, reposi-
tioning, and primary propulsion of relatively lightweight

spacecraft. Conventional design, state-of-the-art Hall thrust-
ers operate at the input power range from subkilowatt to tens
of kilowatts with 50%–60% efficiency.

Miniaturized propulsion devices capable of operating in
the input power range from hundreds of watts down to a few
watts and delivering very low-thrust values �millinewtons
and below� will enable a new class of space missions, in
which scientific or commercial payload will be distributed
among multiple microspacecraft flying in constellations.7,8

Constellation missions seem attractive for the purposes of
high-resolution Earth observations,9 disaster monitoring,10

environmental, navigation, and communication services,10

and magnetic field mapping around the Earth and other
planets.11 The Hall thruster is a mature electric propulsion
device at intermediate to high power �hundreds of watts to
tens of kilowatts�, but it appears promising also for scaling to
low-power levels.

In scaling of Hall thrusters to low operating power, the
invariance of propellant ionization efficiency requires the
thruster channel size to be decreased, while the invariance of
the magnetic insulation of the discharge implies that the
magnetic field must be increased inversely to the scaling
factor.2,12 Increasing the magnetic field while the thruster
channel dimensions are being reduced is challenging because
of magnetic saturation in the miniaturized inner parts of the
magnetic iron core. Linear scaling down of the magnetic
circuit leaves no room for magnetic poles or for heat shields,
making difficult the achievement of the optimal magnetic
fields. Nonoptimal fields result in enhanced electron trans-
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port, power, and ion losses, which lower the efficiency and
result in increased heating and erosion of the thruster parts,
particularly the critical inner parts of the coaxial channel and
magnetic circuit. The major lifetime-limiting process for a
Hall thruster is the channel wall sputtering by accelerated
ions.2 The thruster lifetime is reciprocal to the wall erosion
rate, which, in turn, is proportional to the power loss per unit
area of the wall.13 Thus, the lifetime of a miniaturized
thruster decreases linearly with the scaling parameter and the
critical inner parts of the annular channel and magnetic cir-
cuit are expected to suffer the largest erosion rates. To avoid
enhanced channel erosion is one of the major challenges for
low-power Hall thruster technology.

Currently existing low-power Hall thruster laboratory
prototypes with channel diameters 2–4 cm operate at
100–200 W power levels with efficiencies in the range of
10–40% �Ref. 6�. However, further scaling of the conven-
tional geometry Hall thruster down to subcentimeter size re-
sults in even lower efficiencies, 6% at the power level of
about 100 W �Ref. 14�. The low efficiency might arise from
a large axial electron current, enhanced by magnetic field
degradation due to excessive heating of the thruster magnets,
or from a low degree of propellant ionization. Thus, minia-
turizing the conventional annular Hall thruster does not ap-
pear to be straightforward.

A cylindrical Hall thruster15 �Fig. 1�, which was pro-
posed by Raitses and Fisch at Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory �PPPL�, overcomes these miniaturization prob-
lems. The cylindrical Hall thruster �CHT� has been studied
both experimentally and theoretically.15–22 The principle of
operation of the cylindrical Hall thruster is in many ways
similar to that of a conventional coaxial Hall thruster, i.e., it
is based on a closed E�B electron drift in a quasineutral
plasma with magnetized electrons. However, both the forces
on the unmagnetized ions, and the means by which the elec-
tron drifts close, are quite different, which leads to a pro-
foundly different operation.

The cylindrical thruster consists of a cylindrical ceramic
channel, a ring-shaped anode, which serves also as a gas
distributor, a magnetic core, and two electromagnetic coils.
As compared to the conventional geometry Hall thrusters,
the central magnetic pole and the channel piece in the cylin-
drical thruster are cut down so that the channel has naturally
larger volume-to-surface ratio. The electron transport to the
anode is suppressed by the mostly radial magnetic field in
the annular part of the channel and by the mirror-like mag-
netic field in the cylindrical part of the channel. The electron
drifts are closed and the magnetic field lines form equipoten-
tial surfaces, with E=−Ve�B, where E is the electric field,
B is the magnetic field, and Ve is the electron drift.

Note that unlike the end-Hall thruster,23 which has
purely cylindrical geometry and biased channel walls, the
cylindrical thruster has a ceramic channel with a short annu-
lar part to sustain ionization and enable magnetic field con-
figuration with a relatively strong radial component. The
length of the annular part of the channel is approximately
equal to the ionization mean free path, thus localizing the
ionization of the working gas at the boundary of the annular
and the cylindrical regions. Hence, most of the voltage drop

occurs in the cylindrical region that has large volume-to-
surface ratio. Ions are accelerated by the electric field prima-
rily in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field sur-
faces, away from the channel walls. In contrast to the
conventional �annular� design thruster, due to the absence of
inner thruster elements there are no power or ion losses at the
inner wall. Higher propellant and current utilization efficien-
cies should therefore be obtainable. Also, reduced erosion of
the inner parts of the channel and magnetic circuit should
lead to an increased thruster lifetime, which is particularly
critical for the low-power thrusters.

The cylindrical thruster geometry is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the conventional configuration in the way the
electrons are confined in the discharge and the ion space
charge is neutralized. Electrons in the cylindrical part of the
channel are trapped axially in a hybrid magnetoelectrostatic
trap: On the anode side, the electrons are impeded from en-
tering the annular part of the channel by the magnetic mirror
�see the typical electron trajectory in Fig. 1�, while on the
cathode side they are reflected back into the channel by the
potential drop in the plume, which is established due to
plasma expansion. Therefore, electrons neutralize the ion
space charge not by being held axially by the radial magnetic
field, as in the conventional thruster. Rather, electrons are

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic of a cylindrical Hall thruster. �b� The 2.6-cm cylin-
drical Hall thruster.
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allowed to oscillate axially back and forth, while being
trapped axially in the hybrid trap. Thus, one of the funda-
mental constraints of the conventional thruster configuration
is loosened, and the associated physics of this new thruster is
quite different. The experiments showed that in virtually all
aspects of thruster physics, such as electron transport, ioniza-
tion of neutrals, potential distribution, etc., the cylindrical
thruster exhibits new interesting properties.

Both the large �9-cm channel diameter, 600–1000 W in-
put power� and miniaturized �2.6-cm channel diameter,
50–300 W� CHTs �Refs. 15 and 20� exhibit performances
comparable with those of the state-of-the-art conventional
�annular� design Hall thrusters of similar sizes. A comprehen-
sive experimental and theoretical study of the CHT physics
was conducted, addressing the questions of electron cross-
field transport, propellant ionization, plasma-wall interaction,
and formation of the electron distribution function.22 Several
interesting phenomena were observed, such as, for example,
the unusually high ionization efficiency of the cylindrical
thruster and the enhanced electron transport across the mag-
netic field. The effect of the magnetic field on the thruster
discharge was experimentally investigated and the thruster
performance was enhanced by optimizing the discharge pa-
rameters and the magnetic field configuration. The experi-
mental results were analyzed with the use of the quasi-one–
dimensional �quasi–1D� fluid and three–dimensional �3D�
kinetic Monte Carlo codes. Numerical simulations suggest
the existence of the strong fluctuation-enhanced electron dif-
fusion and predict the non-Maxwellian shape of the electron
distribution function �EDF�. Through the acquired under-
standing of the new physics and technological challenges
associated with a cylindrical geometry Hall thruster, ways for
further optimization of this means for low-power space pro-
pulsion were suggested.

The investigations of the cylindrical Hall thrusters con-
ducted at PPPL have motivated a few research projects based
on the CHT concept. The performance studies of PPPL low-
power cylindrical Hall thrusters were conducted at NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center.24 The experiments on cylindri-
cal Hall thrusters are underway at Osaka University �Osaka,
Japan�25 and Korean Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology �Daejeon, Korea�.26 One more thruster utilizing
the CHT concept, the high efficiency multistage plasma
thruster �HEMP�, was developed at Thales Electron Devices
�Ulm, Germany�.27,28 In terms of electron confinement and
ion acceleration, HEMP is essentially a multistage cylindri-
cal thruster.

The present paper gives a review of the experimental
and numerical investigations of the CHT physics conducted
at PPPL and reports a few recent experimental results that
suggest directions for further studies.

This article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the PPPL
cylindrical Hall thrusters, facilities, and diagnostics are
briefly described and the main features of the developed nu-
meric models are outlined. We give an overview of the main
experimental and numerical results in Sec. III, addressing the
problems of propellant ionization, electron cross-field trans-
port, ion acceleration, and plasma-wall interaction in a min-

iaturized CHT. The main conclusions are summarized in Sec.
IV.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND MODELING

The CHTs with channel outer diameters of 9, 3, and
2.6 cm were built and studied at PPPL. The viability of the
cylindrical Hall thruster concept was first demonstrated in
the experiments with the 9-cm CHT �Ref. 15�. In the present
paper, the CHT physics and the observed new phenomena
are discussed with the emphasis on the results obtained with
the 2.6-cm CHT. The 2.6-cm CHT shown in Fig. 1�b� was
scaled down from a 9-cm CHT �600–1000 W input power�
to operate at about 200 W power level.

The magnetic field profiles in the 2.6-cm CHT are shown
in Fig. 2. By varying the relative polarity of the currents in
the thruster electromagnets, two magnetic field configura-
tions can be generated. In the “cusp” configuration the cur-
rents in the coils are counterdirected and the radial compo-
nent of the magnetic field is enhanced. When the currents
have the same polarity, the axial component of the magnetic
field is intensified in the cylindrical part of the channel. The
typical discharge parameters for the 2.6-cm CHT are Xe flow
rate �=0.4 mg/s, discharge voltage Ud=250 V, discharge
current Id� 0.6 A, generated ion current Ii�0.35 A, thrust
T�4 mN. The thruster anode efficiency, which is defined as
�=T2 / �2�IdUd�, varies between 25% and 40% �see Sec.
III E�. In this definition of efficiency the power and propel-
lant losses associated with the operation of the cathode neu-
tralizer are not taken into account.

The experiments were performed in the Small16 and
Large29 Hall Thruster Facilities at PPPL, as well as in the
Electric Propulsion and Plasma Dynamics Laboratory facil-
ity at the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engi-
neering of Princeton University.30 The testing facilities, diag-
nostics, and measurement procedures are described in detail
elsewhere.22 The angular distribution of the ion current den-
sity in the plasma stream generated by the thruster was mea-
sured by a movable electrostatic graphite probe with a guard-
ing sleeve.29 The distribution of plasma potential �, electron
temperature Te, and plasma density Ne inside the 2.6-cm
CHT and in the near-field plume was studied by means of
stationary and movable, emissive and biased Langmuir
probes.31,32 Harsh environment of a Hall thruster creates sig-
nificant difficulties in the collection and interpretation of
Langmuir probe data. Among the numerous factors that com-
plicate the probe measurements are probe-induced perturba-
tions, strong magnetic field, non-Maxwellian electrons,
orbital-motion-limited effects, and small thruster size. These
factors were assessed and their effects on the measurements
were mitigated.22

The Electric Propulsion and Plasma Dynamics Labora-
tory �EPPDyL, Princeton University� thrust stand was used
for the thrust measurements. This thrust stand was designed
to accurately measure impulse bits of pulsed plasma
thrusters.30 The thrust stand operation at low steady-state
thrust and the accuracy of thrust measurements were inves-
tigated in detail through the comparison of several calibra-
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tion and measurement techniques. To decrease the experi-
mental uncertainty, special calibration and measurement
procedures were developed.20

Two numerical models were developed to analyze the
experimental results. First, a hydrodynamic, stationary,
quasi-1D Hall thruster model was developed to study the
effect of the reduction of energy and particle wall losses on
the Hall thruster operation.17 The model incorporates the ion
flux continuity equation and the ion momentum equation
with ionization and ion wall losses taken into account. The
electron distribution function is assumed to be Maxwellian.
The electron motion across the magnetic field is governed by
the generalized Ohm’s law, which accounts for electron-
neutral and electron-wall collisions, and the anomalous
�Bohm� diffusion. The plasma-wall interaction in the pres-
ence of strong secondary electron emission �SEE� from the
channel walls is taken into account and the space-charge
saturation of the near-wall sheath33 for realistic SEE proper-
ties is calculated self-consistently.

The 3D kinetic Monte Carlo �MC� code was developed
to simulate the charged particles dynamics in the channel of
the 2.6-cm CHT.19 Specifically, the MC simulations were
designed to address two physical questions: �i� What rate of
electron cross-field diffusion could possibly explain the ob-
served discharge current? �ii� How does the electron-wall
interaction affect the EDF formation �see Sec. III C�? The
particle trajectories are traced in the given electric and mag-
netic fields. The magnetic field distribution for a given ar-
rangement of the magnetic circuit is simulated using com-
mercially available software, while the electric field
distribution is obtained from the experiments assuming that
the magnetic field surfaces are equipotential. The charged
particle trajectories are integrated in 3D-3� �three dimen-

sions in configuration space, three dimensions in velocity
space�. We apply the MC technique34 to simulate electron
collisions, which include collisions with neutral Xe atoms
�elastic scattering, excitation, and single ionization�, with
channel walls �attachment, backscattering, and secondary
electron emission�, and with electric field fluctuations �see
Sec. III C�.

III. RESULTS

A. Ion acceleration and electron confinement

As shown in Fig. 3, in the 2.6-cm CHT, similarly to the
large 9-cm cylindrical thruster,15 a significant part of the
voltage drop is localized in the cylindrical part of the chan-
nel. Since equipotentials tend to follow the magnetic field
lines, a complex two-dimensional �2D� structure of the ac-
celerating electric field is formed in the channel.35 Ions born
in the annular part of the channel should be accelerated pre-
dominantly in the z direction and towards the thruster axis.
Therefore, the outer wall erosion might be decreased and a
longer lifetime of the cylindrical thruster, as compared with
conventional geometry Hall thrusters, could be expected.

The considerable potential drop observed along the
thruster axis in the plume of the 2.6-cm CHT plays an im-
portant role in confining the electrons in the discharge. Due
to the mirroring effect of the magnetic field in the cylindrical
part of the channel �see Fig. 1�a��, most of the electrons
injected into the thruster from the cathode are reflected from
the region of strong B field, and move in the downstream
direction. Upon crossing the thruster exit plane and entering
the plume plasma, the electrons become unmagnetized and
face the potential drop of about 100 V, which reflects them
back into the thruster. Thus, most of the electrons injected
from the cathode to the 2.6-cm CHT appear to be confined in
a hybrid trap formed by the magnetic mirror and by the
plume potential drop. Diffusion of these electrons across the
magnetic field occurs on a time scale much larger than the
bounce time in the trap.19

As can be seen in Fig. 3�b�, the potential drop along the
thruster axis between the central ceramic piece and the chan-
nel exit is insignificant.36 This fact can be explained as fol-
lows. In general, for the collisionless Maxwellian electrons,
the variation of the electron density along the mirror mag-
netic field is independent of B and follows the Boltzmann
distribution,37

Ne = N0 exp�e��x�/Te� . �1�

Here, ��x� is the plasma potential profile along the mirror
axis, which should be found as a solution to the Poisson
equation. Note that the ion density distribution, which self-
consistently affects ��x� through the Poisson equation, is in-
dependent of the magnetic field in a Hall thruster as well,
because ions are not magnetized. Thus, the axial profile of
the ambipolar plasma potential should not be dependent on
B. However, we do expect some axial variation of the plasma
potential to occur in the 2.6-cm CHT. This variation is asso-
ciated with the possible ion density elevation at the thruster
axis due to the ion flux focusing.22

FIG. 2. The magnetic field distribution in the channel of the 2.6-cm CHT in
the �a� cusp and �b� direct configurations. The current in the back coil is
fixed �Iback=3 A�. Note that the variation of Ifront alters the magnetic field
distribution in the annular part of the channel insignificantly.
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The measured distribution of the plasma density Ne in-
side the 2.6-cm CHT is shown in Fig. 4�a�. Due to a rather
large uncertainty of the plasma density measurements, it was
possible to determine only the interval, in which the real
value of Ne was located. The variation bars in Fig. 4�a� span
between the upper and lower estimates of Ne obtained in the
experiments. The plasma density in the 2.6-cm CHT has a
prominent peak at the thruster axis: Ne at the axis is 4–8
times larger than in the annular part of the channel. This
sharp density maximum is believed to be the manifestation
of the convergent ion flux.

The distribution of electron density Ne obtained in the
MC simulations19 is shown in Fig. 4�b�. As opposed to the
results of the experiments, the electron density at the thruster
axis is lower than the density in the annular part of the chan-
nel. Note that there is no significant elevation of the electron
density towards the mirror plug near the front wall of the
central ceramic piece. The EDF in the near-axis region is
close to isotropic, and, as argued above, in the absence of the
electric field the electron density should be uniform along the
mirror axis regardless of the mirror ratio of the magnetic
field �see Eq. �1��. Thus, the plasma density spike experimen-
tally observed at the thruster axis is most likely due to the
focusing of accelerated ions. This effect cannot be captured
in the electron MC simulations, because our MC code uses
the experimentally obtained electric field as input and does
not solve for the self-consistent electric field.

In the vicinity of the geometric “focal point” of the ion
flux, there should appear a self-consistent ambipolar poten-
tial peak associated with the plasma density elevation. The

height of this potential peak is of the order of the electron
temperature. The reflection of slow ions off the potential
peak may increase the ion residence time in the plasma.22

B. Ionization of neutrals

Figure 5�a� displays the measured distribution of the
electron temperature in the channel of the 2.6-cm CHT. With
Te�15 eV and Ne�5�1011 cm−3 �see Fig. 4�a��, the mean
free path �ni of a neutral atom with respect to ionization by
electron impact is about 0.5 cm, which is approximately
equal to the length of the annular part of the channel. Thus,
ionization of neutral atoms supplied through the anode oc-
curs mainly near the boundary of the annular and cylindrical
channel regions.

The ion flux measurements showed that the propellant
ionization efficiency of the cylindrical thruster is much
higher than that of the conventional, annular geometry
thrusters.16,22 In Fig. 5�b� the dependence of the propellant
utilization on the discharge voltage is displayed for the
2.6-cm CHT and a conventional, annular geometry thruster
of the same channel size. The propellant utilization �p is
defined as a ratio of the total ion current Ii at the thruster exit
plane to the propellant flow rate � measured in units of elec-
tric current. Namely, �p= IiM /e�, where M is the mass of a
propellant gas atom and e is the electron charge. For any
given discharge voltage and anode flow rate, the thrust gen-
erated in the cylindrical thruster is larger than that in the
annular one, which is yet another indication of the fact that
the ion current generated by the cylindrical thruster is larger.

Interestingly, the propellant utilization in the CHT can
exceed unity, which implies a presence of xenon ions in
charge states higher than +1 in the ion flux. It is important to

FIG. 3. �a� The axial distributions of the plasma potential in the 9-cm CHT
for the discharge voltage of 300, 250, and 200 V. The fast reciprocating
probe was inserted along the median of the annular part of the channel �Ref.
15�. �b� The axial profile of the plasma potential in the 2.6-cm CHT for the
discharge voltage of 250 V �Ref. 18�. Dashed lines at �a� z=10 mm and z
=40 mm, and �b� z=6 mm and z=22 mm show the edge of the annular
channel part and the thruster exit, respectively.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The �a� measured and �b� calculated plasma density
profile in the 2.6-cm CHT �Ref. 19�. For plasma density measurements, only
the intervals in which the real values of the plasma density are located, can
be given. Dashed lines at z=6 mm and z=22 mm show the edge of the
annular channel part and the thruster exit, respectively.
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mention that the ion current density measurements in the
plume were repeated several times in different facilities and
great care was taken to minimize the possible effects of the
background gas on the ion current. In particular, during the
measurements in the low background gas pressure environ-
ment �pbckgr�3�10−6 Torr�, the hollow cathode was re-
placed by an electron-emitting filament and the gas flow to
the cathode was shut off. Under such conditions, the mea-
sured propellant utilization was still as large as �p�1.3. The
background gas was not ionized in the plume plasma and,
thus, could not account for the large values of �p �Ref. 22�.

The fact that the ion flux produced by the thruster appar-
ently contains a substantial fraction of multicharged xenon
ions is of particular interest. The quasi-1D fluid thruster
model rules out the possibility that the propellant utilization
enhancement is due to the decrease of the ion wall losses.17

The major factor in multicharged ions formation in a Hall
thruster is the ion residence time in the channel. Simple es-
timates show that in the conventional thruster geometry,
where the electric field is mainly axial, the time of flight of a
Xe+ ion through a channel is much smaller than the time of
ionization to higher charge states. For example, for Te

�20 eV and Ne�5�1011 cm−3 the rate coefficient for
single electron impact ionization Xe+1→Xe+2 is about k1,2

�2�10−8 cm3/s. Therefore, even for a moderately ener-
getic ion with Ei=50 eV, the time of flight through a channel

with length 3 cm � f �4�10−6 s is approximately one order
of magnitude smaller than the ionization time �1,2

��Nek1,2�−1�6�10−5 s. In the case of the cylindrical
thruster, the 3D MC simulations and analysis of experimental
data suggest that due to the ion beam focusing in the cylin-
drical part of the channel, a localized peak of the ambipolar
plasma potential, associated with the increase of the ion den-
sity, may appear at the thruster axis. The reflection of slow
ions off the potential peak back into the thruster should in-
crease the ion residence time in the discharge and, thereby,
could help to explain the enhanced propellant utilization.

C. Anomalous electron transport

The efficiency of a Hall thruster, which is defined as �
=T2 / �2�IdUd�, can be conveniently factored as

� � �p � �V �
Ii

Ii + Ie
, �2�

where �p is the propellant utilization, �V is the efficiency of
ion acceleration, and the fraction in the right-hand side of
Eq. �2�, the so-called current utilization, determines how ef-
fectively the electron transport to the anode is suppressed by
the applied magnetic field. With all other parameters held
constant, the thruster efficiency decreases with increasing
electron current. Understanding of the mechanisms of elec-
tron transport in the discharge is, therefore, essential for the
development of higher efficiency thrusters. In the experi-
ments, the electron current can be found as the difference
between the discharge current and the total ion current, de-
duced from the measurements of the ion current density dis-
tribution in the plume. The important assumption here is that
ionization and charge exchange in the plume do not signifi-
cantly change the value of the ion current between the
thruster exit and the measurement plane. As shown in Fig. 6,
the electron current in the miniaturized cylindrical thruster is
a few times larger than that in the annular thruster of the
same size. The efficiency of the CHT is, however, compa-
rable to that of the conventional geometry thruster, because
of the unusually high propellant utilization �see Sec. III B�.

The electrons in Hall thrusters exhibit anomalous cross-
field transport: The electron conductivity across the magnetic
field is larger than that predicted by the classical electron-
atom collision rate.2,38 It is generally believed that two col-
lisional processes contribute to the conductivity enhance-
ment in Hall thrusters: �i� electron scattering in electric field
fluctuations,38 and �ii� the electron-wall collisions �the near-
wall conductivity39,40�. In Hall discharge simulations, in or-
der to account for the enhanced electron cross-field transport,
the two nonclassical conductivity mechanisms are usually
incorporated in one or another parametric way.

It is important to emphasize that most of investigations
that addressed the question of the electron conductivity in
EÃB discharges have been done for Hall thrusters with the
maximal magnetic field of about 100–200 G. Scaled down,
low-power thrusters have much larger magnetic fields �since
the magnetic field must be increased inversely to the scaling
factor�. Thus, in principle, the rate of electron cross-field

FIG. 5. �a� The electron temperature profile in the 2.6-cm CHT �Ref. 18�.
Dashed lines at z=6 mm and z=22 mm show the edge of the annular chan-
nel part and the thruster exit, respectively. �b� The dependence of the pro-
pellant utilization, �p= IiM /e�, on the discharge voltage for the 2.6-cm an-
nular thruster �A, open symbols� and cylindrical thruster in the direct
magnetic configuration �C, solid symbols�. The anode flow rate is varied as
a parameter.
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transport required to sustain the discharge in a low-power
thruster may be different from that in kilowatt thrusters.

The electron cross-field transport in the miniaturized cy-
lindrical thruster was studied through the analysis of experi-
mental data and Monte Carlo simulations of electron dynam-
ics in the thruster channel.19 In simulations, the frequency of
anomalous electron collisions �B was assumed to be propor-
tional to the Bohm diffusion frequency, �B=	B
c /16, where
	B is a fitting parameter and 
c is the electron gyrofrequency.
As opposed to most of the conventional Hall thruster
models,41–45 which predict the ratio �B /
c to be on the order
of 10−2, we found that in the 2.6-cm CHT, �B has to be on the
order of, or possibly even larger than, the Bohm value. Fig-
ure 7 shows how the calculated electron density profile
changes with 	B. In order to explain the observed discharge
current and plasma density, the electron anomalous collision
frequency �B has to be high: 	B�1, which corresponds to
�B�
c /16.

The anomalous electron cross-field transport in the CHT
is believed to be induced by high-frequency plasma
instabilities.46,47 The electron-wall collisions likely make an
insignificant contribution to the electron current conduction,
as compared with the fluctuation-induced electron scattering.
The reason for this, as explained in the next section, is the
depletion of the tail of the electron distribution function
caused by electron-wall interaction. For the typical discharge
conditions, the electron-wall and the electron-atom collision
frequencies are much less than the anomalous collision fre-
quency, which is required to explain the observed discharge
current: �ew��ea��B.

The electron transport to the anode can be suppressed
and the thruster efficiency increased by optimizing the mag-
netic field configuration of the CHT.22 The increase of the
current in the front magnetic coil Ifront �i.e., the enhancement
of the magnetic field in the cylindrical part of the channel�
brings about an increase in the thruster current utilization.
Along with it, as the magnetic field configuration is changed
from cusp to direct, the generated thrust slightly increases
�see Fig. 8�a��. Consequently, the CHT efficiency �a in the
direct configuration is approximately a factor of 1.5–1.7

larger than that in the cusp configuration �see Fig. 8�b��. The
thruster anode efficiency reaches �25% in the power range
100–200 W, which is comparable to the state-of-the-art, an-
nular, low-power Hall thrusters. Note that unlike in the con-
ventional thruster geometry, the increase of the axial compo-
nent of the magnetic field in the CHT leads to the reduction
of the axial electron current.

In general, the axial distributions of the plasma density,
electric field, and electron temperature in the cusp and direct
magnetic configurations are very similar.22 For example, as
shown in Fig. 9, the plasma potential profile is fairly insen-
sitive to the variation of the magnetic configuration. Thus,
qualitatively, the reduction of the electron current, associated
with the change of the magnetic field polarity from cusp to
direct, must be attributed to the suppression of the anoma-
lous electron mobility. Under the assumption of the Bohm-
like scaling for the anomalous collision frequency, from the
generalized Ohm’s law in the direction across the magnetic
field it follows that

	B 
jeB

NeE
. �3�

The analysis of experimental data based on Eq. �3� suggests
that: �1� In the annular part of the channel, where the mag-
netic field is fairly insensitive to the front coil current, the
rate of the anomalous diffusion in the direct configuration
reduces slightly with respect to that in the cusp polarity.
However, due to a relatively large uncertainty in the plasma
density measurements, it is difficult to accurately quantify
the ratio 	B

dir /	B
cusp. �2� In the cylindrical part of the channel

the increase of the front coil current enhances the magnetic
field, which leads to the reduction of the rate of the anoma-
lous electron cross-field transport and the effective Bohm
parameter,

	B
dir

	B
cusp 

Ie
dir

Ie
cusp �

�B�dir

�B�cusp � 0.5. �4�

FIG. 6. The dependence of the electron current injected into the thruster,
Ie= Id− Ii, on the discharge voltage for the 2.6-cm cylindrical and annular
thrusters. The anode flow rate is 0.4 mg/s.

FIG. 7. Calculated profiles of the plasma density at the outer channel wall
for different values of 	B. The uncertainty bars represent the results of the
plasma density measurements.
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D. Plasma-wall interaction

Plasma-wall interaction in a Hall thruster affects the de-
vice performance in two ways: First, the losses of charged
particles and energy at the channel walls decrease the plasma
density and electron temperature and reduce the thruster ef-
ficiency. Second, electrons that scatter at the walls contribute
to cross-field transport �the so-called “near-wall”
conductivity39,40�.

A commonly accepted approach in the state-of-the-art
fluid models of Hall thruster operation is to assume the elec-
tron distribution function to be Maxwellian.41,44,48–51 The
conventional Hall thruster channel materials, such as boron
nitride, have high secondary electron emission coefficients.52

For typical electron temperatures of about 20 eV, the flux of
secondary electrons from the wall can be comparable to the
incident flux of primary electrons. For Maxwellian electrons,
strong SEE in a Hall thruster brings about two effects. First,
the channel wall acts as an extremely effective energy sink as
the SEE coefficient � approaches unity, �→1. The electron
energy losses on the wall tend to limit the electron tempera-

ture in the channel at the threshold value T* determined by
the crossover energy, ��T*��1. Second, SEE enhances the
near-wall conductivity by increasing the electron-wall colli-
sion frequency. Electron-wall collisions make a contribution
to the axial current conduction in the same fashion as colli-
sions of electrons with heavy neutrals do.

The simulations done with the 1D fluid model revealed
that the fluid approach tends to overpredict the contribution
of electron-wall collisions to the cross-field transport and
cannot quantitatively explain the observed electron tempera-
ture saturation in Hall thrusters. In particular, according to
the fluid model, the near-wall sheath should become space-
charge saturated �SCS� at Te�T*, where the value of T* for
boron nitride channels is about 18.3 eV �Ref. 17�. However,
recent experiments with the 2-kW annular Hall thruster dem-
onstrated that the electron temperature inside a boron nitride
channel was almost three times larger than the critical value
predicted for the SCS sheath regime under the assumption of
the Maxwellian EDF.32,53,54 Accurate description of experi-
mentally observed effects requires kinetic analysis of EDF
formation and self-consistent treatment of electron heating,
scattering, and wall losses. The electron-wall interaction
plays a very important role in shaping the electron distribu-
tion function in the thruster channel.

Kinetic MC simulations of the electron dynamics in the
2.6-cm CHT showed that due to the electron attachment to
the walls, the tail of the EDF appears to be depopulated. The
resultant EDF shape is bi-Maxwellian, with the tail tempera-
ture a few times smaller than the bulk electron temperature.
Figure 10 displays the typical EDF in the annular part of the
channel, calculated for the following conditions: anode flow
rate �=0.4 mg/s, Ud=250 V, Id�0.6 A, Ie�0.25 A, 	B

=1, and the neutral gas density of 3.7�1013 cm−3 �assumed
to be uniform across the entire channel�. In the cylindrical
part of the channel, where the electron-wall collision fre-
quency is smaller, the influence of the walls on the EDF
shape is less pronounced. The variation of the discharge volt-
age does not cause qualitative changes in the EDF. The

FIG. 8. �a� The dependencies of the discharge current and thrust on the front
coil current and �b� the dependence of the anode efficiency on the discharge
voltage for different magnetic configurations for the 2.6-cm CHT. Iback=
+3 A. Ifront�0 �Ifront�0� corresponds to the direct �cusp� magnetic field
configuration.

FIG. 9. The axial distributions of the plasma potential relative to the cathode
for the cusp and direct magnetic configurations of the 2.6-cm CHT. The
discharge parameters are �=0.4 mg/s, Vd=250 V, Iback= +3 A, Ifront=
+0.95 A �direct�, −0.7 A �cusp�. The dashed lines at z=6 mm and z
=22 mm show the edge of the annular channel part and the thruster exit,
respectively.
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change of the magnetic field mainly affects the EDF tail
depletion, because the rate at which the electrons gain ther-
mal energy is controlled �for the given electric field� by the
anomalous collision frequency �B �Ref. 19�.

Due to the EDF tail depletion, the amount of primary
electrons that can penetrate the sheath and reach the wall is
small, and the contribution of electron-wall scattering to
cross-field transport is likely insignificant. Note that the EDF
depletion at high energy is by no means peculiar for the
cylindrical thruster design only. In fact, other authors, using
different theoretical approaches and numerical methods, ob-
tained a similar effect of the plasma-wall interaction for the
conventional Hall thrusters.55–57

E. Reduction of the beam divergence in the
cylindrical Hall thruster

An unusually large beam divergence of the plasma
plume has been the key drawback of existing cylindrical Hall
thrusters. The plasma plume angle, �p, is customarily defined
as the angle that contains 90% of the total ion current. In the
cylindrical thrusters, the half plume angle �p /2 can be as
large as 70°–80° �compared to 45°–50° for the state-of-the-
art annular HTs�. Since the CHT has possibly stronger radial
electric field than the conventional HT, more energetic ions
may escape at large angles with respect to the thruster axis.
Very recently,58 a dramatic reduction of the plume angle in
the 2.6-cm CHT was achieved as a result of the optimization
of the magnetic circuit and discharge parameters �see Fig.
11�. At the operating power of 160 W, the half plume angle
was reduced to 55°, which is comparable to the state-of-the-
art conventional HTs. If the ion acceleration does not dete-
riorate as the plume is narrowed, the thruster anode effi-
ciency in the direct magnetic configuration �i.e., with the
suppressed electron transport� might reach 35–40% in the
power range 100–200 W. The preliminary results of thrust
measurements and ion energy distribution measurements in
the plume indicate that the efficiency indeed increases. Fig-
ure 12 shows the results of the ion energy distribution mea-

surements in the plume. The narrowing of the plume is ac-
companied by the increase of the average energy and the
number of energetic ions at the thruster symmetry axis �Fig.
12�a��. At the same time, the number of high-energy ions
flying at large angles to the axis decreases �Fig. 12�b��. Inte-
grated over the azimuthal angle, such a change in the distri-
bution of the ion current density and average ion energy
leads to the increase of the thrust.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Scaling to low-power Hall thrusters requires the mag-
netic field to be increased inversely with length, as the
thruster channel size is decreased. The conventional �annu-
lar� Hall thrusters become inefficient when scaled to small
sizes because of the large surface-to-volume ratio and the
difficulty in miniaturizing the magnetic circuit. Also, the ero-
sion of the walls of a small annular channel can severely
limit the thruster lifetime. An alternative approach, which
may be more suitable for scaling to low power, is a cylindri-
cal Hall thruster. The 9-cm CHT, operated in the subkilowatt
power range, and the miniature 2.6- and 3-cm CHT, operated
in the power range 50–300 W, exhibit performance compa-
rable with the conventional state-of-the-art annular Hall
thrusters of the same size.

A comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of
the physics of the low-pressure EÃB plasma discharge in a
cylindrical geometry Hall thruster was conducted, addressing
the questions of potential distribution, propellant ionization,
electron cross-field transport, plasma-wall interaction, and
formation of the electron distribution function. The cylindri-
cal Hall thruster differs importantly from a conventional
thruster in that electrons in the cylindrical design provide
charge neutralization not by not moving axially, but through
being trapped axially in a hybrid magnetoelectrostatic trap.
Accordingly, the underlying physics of this configuration is
quite new. From the practical standpoint, CHTs, having

FIG. 10. The typical calculated electron distribution function �EDF� in the
annular part of the 2.6-cm CHT.

FIG. 11. �a� The angular distribution of the ion current density in the far-
field plume of the 2.6-cm CHT at the input power of 160 W. The optimi-
zation of the discharge parameters results in �30% plume angle reduction.
�b� The thruster anode efficiency in the direct magnetic configuration with
the usual and reduced beam divergence.
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lower surface-to-volume ratio than conventional thrusters,
seem to be more promising for scaling to low power and
small size.

The plasma probe measurements in the CHT demon-
strated that the applied voltage drop is localized mainly in
the cylindrical part of the channel and in the plume. Thus,
ion acceleration occurs predominantly in the longitudinal di-
rection and towards the thruster axis in the channel region
that has small area of the walls exposed to the plasma. There-
fore, the CHT should suffer less erosion of the channel due
to fast ion bombardment than the conventional geometry
thrusters. This is particularly important for the low-power
Hall thruster scaling, because the channel erosion is the fac-
tor that severely limits the lifetime of currently existing an-
nular low-power Hall thrusters.

The ion flux and thrust measurements showed that the
propellant ionization efficiency of the cylindrical thruster is
much higher than that of the conventional, annular geometry
thrusters. In the cylindrical thruster, a significant fraction of
multicharged xenon ions can be present in the outgoing ion
flux. The quasi-1D fluid thruster model rules out the possi-

bility that the propellant utilization enhancement is due to the
decrease of the ion wall losses. The 3D Monte Carlo simu-
lations and analysis of experimental data suggest that due to
the ion beam focusing in the cylindrical part of the channel,
a localized peak of the ambipolar plasma potential, associ-
ated with the increase of the ion density, may appear at the
thruster axis. The reflection of slow ions off the potential
peak back into the thruster should increase the ion residence
time in the discharge and, thereby, could help to explain the
enhanced propellant utilization.

The 2.6-cm CHT exhibits enhanced electron transport
across the magnetic field. In order to explain the observed
discharge current, the electron anomalous collision fre-
quency �B has to be high. As opposed to most of the conven-
tional Hall thruster models, which predict the ratio �B /
c to
be on the order of 10−2, we find that in the 2.6-cm CHT �B

has to be on the order of, or possibly even larger than, the
Bohm value, �B�
c /16. The anomalous cross-field electron
transport in the CHT is believed to be induced by high-
frequency plasma instabilities. Interestingly, in the frequency
range below �100 kHz, the 2.6-cm CHT operates quieter
than the annular Hall thrusters of the same size.

It was demonstrated that the electron transport to the
anode can be suppressed and the thruster efficiency increased
by optimizing the magnetic field configuration of the CHT.
The enhancement of the magnetic field in the cylindrical part
of the channel leads to about a twofold decrease in �B /
c

and a slight increase of the generated thrust. Accordingly, the
electron current becomes smaller and the thruster efficiency
larger.

The kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of the formation of
the electron distribution function in a Hall thruster discharge
were performed, with particular attention paid to the effects
of electron heating and scattering, secondary electron emis-
sion, and wall losses. The simulations indicated that the EDF
in a Hall thruster is depleted at high energy due to the elec-
tron attachment to the walls. This result helps to explain the
observed reduced sensitivity of Hall thruster operation to
secondary electron emission from the channel walls and im-
plies that the contribution of electron-wall scattering to
cross-field transport in the 2.6-cm CHT is likely insignifi-
cant.

Finally, a substantial reduction of the beam divergence
was achieved by optimizing the magnetic field distribution
and discharge parameters. The thruster plume angle was nar-
rowed to the values comparable with those of the conven-
tional annular Hall thrusters ��p /2�55° �. The preliminary
thrust measurements indicate that in the power range
100–200 W it might be possible to increase the thruster an-
ode efficiency from �25%, which is typical for the direct
magnetic configuration �i.e., with the suppressed electron
transport�, to �35–40%. Thus, the miniaturized CHT, having
potentially longer lifetime than conventional geometry Hall
thrusters of similar size, appears promising for low-power
space propulsion.

FIG. 12. The ion energy distribution function in the plume at the thruster
symmetry axis �a� and at 60° off axis �b�. The discharge voltage is 250 V.
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